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Franklin mint monopoly pocket watch

Here are some additional items for sale in my eBay store that might interest you... - Up for Sale - Franklin Mint Monopoly Pocket Watch and Display Stand New! The base of the original Box Display stand stands at 3 frames and the entire piece, including the base and clock, is about 5.25 high. The stand
serves the dual function of being a small junk box. Comes with sealed Certificate of Authenticity and Maintenance and Instructions for Use. There are no notice cosmetic spots ... new and unused. The original plastic pull tab is still intact... A new battery may be required when the tab is pulled and the
battery is first activated. Best wishes.                Mr. Monopoly Stand Monopoly Gaming Board Pocket Watch, New.Franklin Mint Gold Tone Monopoly Collectors Timepiece.Novelty Parker Brothers Collectible Limited Edition Pocketwatchs sold out. The two were sold only: and on multiple site rare listed,
Franklin Mint Bay Monopoly (Uncle Pennybags) made a Gold ton holding pocket watch, which stands on top of a Monopoly board covered in wooden boxes. The Pocket Watch cover features a 3D image of Mr Monopoly with a pair of dice against the Monopoly name logo. When the pocket watch is turned
on, there is a Monopoly board with the Monopoly name logo and a gold-toned image of Mr Monopoly on the inside cover. The bag is marked back with franklin mint authentication seal.   Pocket watch with a Japanese quartz movment with a diameter of 52mm (2 inches) in gold tone. A chain of gold tones
attached to the watch at one end and a belt ring at the other end hidden inside the wooden box at Mr Monopoly's foot.  This item is 3 x 3 x 5 1/2 inches tall on the screen with Pocket Watch NINDE: Don't get caught waiting for a drop sender you need to go out first and buy your item (assuming they are
still available!) Buy safely- I am a Long time Ebay Seller with 100% Positive Feedback on sales over 7500- View my feedback and buy it safely! (Ebay username: amberglow) Any defective or damaged items will be replaced with COST, including all return shipments as needed!  We need to notify us
within 3 days of their arrival. Problems that arise after this period may be covered by the Manufacturers Warranty. Buyers in Florida pay sales tax.  All items are insured with tracking, U.S. Priority mail ship.  Note: International buyers should contact us before purchasing a shipping offer.  Click here to
return to the Home Page and check out other items! + EUR 42.58 Addl. Get CostUS $40.00Sat, Nov 28 by - Thursday, December 3 in Central Falls, Rhode IslandRare Franklin Mint Boris Vallejo Bell Franklin Mint Prototype Pocket Watch #11. Status Used.This watch is like new but you need a new
battery. It's January. With income pocket watch chain chain
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